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Abstract
Driving and timing chains are widely used machine elements 
which are continuously improved regarding wear and energy 
efficiency. Especially for timing chains, reducing wear is of 
high importance as the chain is critical for the function of 
the combustion engine. To achieve this goal, the wear within 
the chain joint has to be measured precisely which is usually 
done by measuring the length of the entire chain. With this 
measurement, no information about the distribution of wear 
between the contacting bodies, pin and bush, is available. An 
additional measuring and analyzing technique using a standard 
roundness instrument is developed with which more detailed 
information about the wear within the chain joint is obtained. 
With this new method, unworn chain joint components are 
characterized and the wear on worn components is measured 
and compared for pins with different surface treatments. 
Furthermore, approaches to use the measured data in 
simulation and calculation are presented.

Keywords 
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1 Introduction
The chain joint of driving and timing chains, which consists 

of a pin and a bush, is a very critical part as far as wear and 
energy efficiency is concerned. The joint wear of driving chains 
determines their lifetime. In an operating chain drive, the chain 
is loaded with a driving torque that leads to the contact forces 
within the chain joints. When the chain runs onto and off the 
sprocket, the two parts of the chain joints, perform a relative 
motion. The same occurs if there are vibrations in the slack 
strand of the chain drive. Due to the contact force and the slid-
ing motion, the pin and the bush of the chain joints are worn out 
at a certain area which is shown in Fig. 1. The clearance of the 
joints is increased leading to an elongation of the entire chain.

Fig. 1 Areas of wear in bush chain joints (1: wear areas on pin;
2: wear areas on bush; 3: bush; 4: pin; 5: sprocket).

For example low-viscosity engine oils negatively influence 
this wear behavior of timing chains [1,2]. Thus, improving the 
wear behavior is necessary to realize approaches to optimize the 
energy efficiency of the whole engine. These include reducing 
the friction losses within the chain joint which determine to a 
large amount the energy efficiency of the entire chain [3].

Commonly used chain types for timing chain drives are bush 
and roller chains which are shown in Fig. 2.

To reduce wear and friction losses, different materials for pins 
and bushes and various surface treatments for both components 
are used and the tribological system is thus constantly improved. 
For the development of these optimizations, the performance of 
the chains is determined on chain test rigs as engine tests would 
be too costly in terms of time and money. These test rigs allow 
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for operating chains with well-defined conditions which are usu-
ally chosen to be as close as possible to the real application. The 
results from the test rig still have to be checked against results 
from engine tests to make sure that the conditions are comparable.

For these investigations, modular back to back test rigs for 
chain drives have been developed at the MEGT which allow 
for operating various types of chains and which are suitable for 
wear and energy efficiency investigation.

In addition, a wear calculation tool for roller and bush chains 
has been developed. It calculates the contact between pin and 
bush in dependency of the inner contour of the bush and the 
bending line of the pin. With the local contact pressure, the 
wear volume can be calculated on the basis of Archard’s empir-
ical wear model [4]. This allows for calculating the changed 
inner contour of the bush [5,6].

For both experiments and simulation, measuring wear on 
the chains is challenging. This is due to the fact that the worn 
surfaces are not accessible without disassembling the chains. 
For measuring the length of the chain, a normal load has to be 
applied to avoid a clearance in the chain joint. This load directly 
influences the length due to elastic deformation and thus has 
to be as reproducible as possible. Furthermore the amount of 
wear per chain joint is very low. For timing chains, the toler-
able elongation is 0.3–0.5 %, which is 40 µm for a chain with 
a pitch of 8 mm. In order to get information on the running-in 
behavior, the wear elongation is measured multiple times during 
the test run. During these measurements it is of crucial impor-
tance that the wear behavior of the chain is not influenced when 
the test run is continued. To meet all these requirements, vari-
ous methods for measuring wear were developed at the MEGT. 
These include an online wear measurement on the test rig, a 
clearance and stiffness measurement device and a length meas-
urement device. All methods have different advantages and dis-
advantages but none of them is able to provide local information 
about the wear distribution on and between the components of 
the chain joint. Therefore a roundness measuring technique has 
been developed which is able to overcome this drawback.

In this paper, the experimental methods and simulation tech-
niques that are used for chain wear investigations are presented. 
Furthermore, a self-developed technique for using the results 
from roundness measurements on a standard roundness instru-
ment to gain further information about the wear behavior and 
to derive wear parameters for comparison between different 

components is presented. This method is then applied to new 
and worn chain components and a first approach to use the 
results as input data for a wear calculation model is described.

1.1 Experimental Investigations
To conduct wear investigations with operating conditions 

that are very close to the real situation in the application of the 
chain, a back to back wear test rig is used (Fig. 3). This test rig 
can be operated with different types of chains such as roller, 
bush and silent chains. Furthermore, the wear or the energy 
efficiency can be of interest for the investigation. To allow for 
this wide range of chain types and different tasks, the test rig is 
designed to be as modular as possible [7,8].

To apply the load torque on the chain, a mechanical tension-
ing clutch is used to tension two chains against each other. The 
rotation is applied with an electric engine. The load torque is 
measured with resistance strain gauges and the measurement 
data is transmitted with a telemetry system from the rotating 
shaft. With the constantly monitored load torque, the wear elon-
gation for both chains is calculated online through the loss of 
load torque due to the elongation of the chain while taking the 
thermal expansion into account. Therefore, the temperature of 
the relevant components is measured and the thermal expansion 
is calculated with pre-determined coefficients of thermal expan-
sion. A force-feed lubricant application is used and the lubricant 
can be tempered up to 100 °C in the lubricant supply unit.

Fig. 2 Configuration of roller (a) and bush (b) chains (1: bush; 2: pin;
3: inner plate; 4: outer plate; 5: roller; 6: inner link; 7: outer link)

Fig. 3 Experimental wear investigations: a) back to back wear test rig;
b) schematic representation of the test rig showing

the setup for wear investigations
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The wear that occurs during the operation is measured with 
different methods. For example a length measurement unit and 
a clearance and stiffness measurement device are used (Fig. 4). 
With both devices, the wear elongation over the operating time 
of the chain is obtained from which the running-in wear dur-
ing the first hours and the steady-state wear can be derived 
[7]. With both methods, the chain need not be disassembled or 
opened. The length measurement is very quick while the more 
complicated clearance and stiffness measurement provides 
additional information.

Fig. 4 Wear measurement: a) length measurement device;
b) clearance and stiffness measurement devices

Figure 5 shows two wear elongation curves that were 
obtained with the length measurement device. The tested 
chains are bush chains with a pitch of 8 mm. Both chains were 
operated in one test run with equal operating conditions but 
were equipped with different types of pins. Chain 1 was built 
of case-hardened 16MnCr5 pins and case-hardened 10NiCr5-4 
bushes, both having almost the same surface hardness of 
880-920 HV0.01. Chain 2 consists of inchromized Cr60e 
pins and the same case-hardened bushes as Chain 1. With a 
surface hardness of over 1400 HV0.01, these pins are much 
harder than the bushes.

Fig. 5 Wear elongation over time for two chains with different pins

The measured wear elongation at discrete runtimes was used 
to derive the running-in wear w0, a running-in half-time Tri and 
the slope k during steady-state wear. With these values, a fitted 
wear curve is calculated using Eq. (1) [9]:

w(t)=w0∙(1-e-ln(2) (t/Tri))+k∙t

These results show that the length measurement can be used 
to determine the wear elongation and the behavior of the chains 
during the running-in period. This allows for comparing differ-
ent chain types but further information about details of the wear 
on the chain components cannot be derived from the results. 
Therefore additional measurements have to be conducted.

1.2 Simulation and Calculation
To complement the experimental methods presented above, 

simulations are conducted to calculate the inner loads in a chain 
joint and the wear progress itself. In order to calculate wear, a 
model has been developed at the MEGT. The contact between 
pin and bush is calculated analytically which includes the 
evaluation of the bending line and the force distribution along 
the axis of the pin. The bending line depends on the material 
and the cross section of the pin as well as the inner contour of 
the bush. These boundary conditions are all taken into account 
in the calculation of the bending line. With these results, the 
contact pressure distribution can be computed. The principle of 
this calculation model is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of the contact model with
sliced pin and bush [5]

In the next step, a wear calculation approach is used. A com-
monly used approach is the one developed by Archard [4]. This 
approach with a wear coefficient K, contact force F and the 

(1)
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sliding distance s is modified to take the size of the contact 
area A into account. Additionally, a non-linear influence of the 
contact force with the exponent m can be included [10] which 
leads to the following equation:

V=K∙(F/A)m∙s

With the calculated wear volume V, the new contact geom-
etry can be computed. The quality of these results critically 
depends on the contact pressure distribution and the correct-
ness of the load input data. To verify the contact pressure dis-
tribution, a finite-element model was developed in Abaqus and 
the results of the wear calculation were compared to the FE 
simulation which showed a good correlation [5]. One limitation 
of this tool is that the wear volume and thus a change of the 
contour are completely applied to the bush. This assumption 
is valid for some chain types, depending on the type of materi-
als and the surface treatment of pin and bush. For chain types 
where the pin also shows significant wear, this restriction has 
to be considered when interpreting the results. More details of 
the wear calculation model can be found in [5,6].

2 Roundness Measurement
As presented above, measuring the elongation of the whole 

chain or a part of the chain is an appropriate method to accom-
pany the test runs as it is not necessary to disassemble the 
chain. But with this technique the distribution of wear between 
pin and bush cannot be determined. Figure 7 shows the cross 
section of the unworn shape of pin and bush and the material 
that is typically removed through wear.

Fig. 7 Worn areas on pin (a) and bush (b)

The pin (Fig. 7a) is ground which leads to an almost ideal 
circular shape. The bush (Fig. 7b) is rolled from sheet metal 
which leads to the gap opposite to the worn areas and the whole 
chain is stretched to its nominal pitch as a last step of the manu-
facturing procedure. This leads to the elliptical shape of the 
bush. To evaluate the size of the worn areas shown in Fig. 7, 
further measurements are necessary which involve disassem-
bling the chain joint. This means that the measurements cannot 
be conducted during the test run.

When the chain joint is disassembled, the surface of the pin 
(Fig. 8) is easily accessible which allows for using various tac-
tile and optical measurement techniques like stylus methods 
and confocal or white light microscopy.

Fig. 8 Chain joint components after disassembling (1: whole chain; 2: pin;
3: inner link; 4: opened bush)

But if these techniques are applied to the bush, it has to be 
opened to access the worn surface. As the bush is pressed into 
the plates, removing it would lead to an elastic deformation 
which could be in the same magnitude as the wear itself and 
would thus lead to wrong measurement results. Furthermore, 
the opened bush doesn’t have unworn reference areas contrary 
to the pin where unworn areas in the axial direction and around 
the circumference exist. To overcome these problems, a meas-
urement technique is necessary which can be applied to the 
closed bush. The roundness measurement is a tactile technique 
which can be used for this task.

2.1 Roundness Instrument
During measurement, the change in radius is gathered 

around the circumference on a cross section of a cylindrical 
body. This measurement can be repeated on different levels of 
a cylindrical sample to gain information about the cylindricity 
(see Fig. 9).

There are different strategies for measuring the cylindric-
ity of a sample, like the bird-cage extraction, roundness pro-
file extraction, generatrix extraction and the points extraction 
strategy which are all described in ISO 12180-2 [11]. The 
method that is used for the presented measurement procedure 
is the roundness profile extraction which is recommended 
when a high information quality on the roundness of the sam-
ple is needed [11].

The roundness measurement works as follows. The compo-
nent is rotated on a highly accurate spindle (see Fig. 10). Dur-
ing the rotation, a transducer measures radial variations of the 
sample with respect to the spindle axis. Therefore the sample 
axis has to be aligned with the axis of the spindle which is done 
by means of a centering and leveling table.

(2)
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Fig. 9 Principle of roundness measurement with turntable type of instrument [12]

Fig. 10 Roundness instrument with adapters for pin and bush (inner link)

The roundness instrument which is used for these investi-
gations is a Talyrond 365 from Taylor Hobson which features 
a frictionless air bearing spindle and high accuracy columns. 
The centering and leveling table works automatically while 
this procedure requires two reference planes. These reference 
planes are available on the pin in the unworn areas (see Fig. 11) 
but not on the bush.

For the bush, the reference planes for centering and leveling 
are in worn areas so it is very likely that an eccentricity or tilt 
error remains which has to be taken into account when evaluat-
ing the results which is described later.

2.2 Setup
In order to position and fix the samples on the table of the 

roundness instrument, adapters were developed (see also Fig. 
10). These adapters already ensure a reasonable alignment of 
the sample axis with the spindle axis which speeds up and 
improves the result of the centering and leveling procedure. 
The diameter of the samples cannot be determined directly as 
the roundness is measured independent of the diameter of the 
sample. To overcome this drawback, both adapters are equipped 
with a reference surface with 30 mm diameter. This reference 
surface is always measured prior to the actual surfaces and 
the coordinate system is calibrated through this measurement. 
Therefore, absolute values for radius or diameter can be meas-
ured additionally to the roundness but with limited accuracy. 
The resolution of the transducer is 0.03 µm and the accuracy 
of the diameter measurement when using a 30 mm reference 
diameter is ±3 µm.

2.3 Measuring Procedure and Data Processing
To ensure a high reproducibility, the measuring procedure is 

automated for pin and bush and a guideline has been developed 
for cleaning and mounting the samples. During each measure-
ment, the sample is first centered and leveled. After that, the 
reference diameters with 30 mm are measured to set the refer-
ence diameter for the evaluation of absolute values. During the 
actual measurement, 20 equidistant roundness measurements 
are conducted for the pin and the bush along their axis. The 
obtained data is processed in the measurement software and 
externally in a self-developed Matlab script. The process chart 
for the post-processing is shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 Process chart for the measurement and post-processing
of the chain componentsFig. 11 Centering and leveling planes in unworn areas of the pin
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The raw data which is generated during the measuring 
procedure is processed to generate a protocol which includes 
standard roundness parameters like roundness total, roundness 
peak or roundness valley which are all based on deviations 
from reference circles. As the software is designed for qual-
ity management and production measurements, further post-
processing, which is necessary to measure the size of the worn 
areas for example, is not possible. Therefore, the raw data is 
exported into the Ascii format and a self-developed Matlab 
routine is used for the post-processing.

2.4 Post-Processing
The Ascii raw data is imported in Matlab and converted 

into a cylindrical and a cartesian coordinate system. During the 
following steps, both coordinate systems are used depending 
on the kind of operation that is conducted. Fig. 13 shows the 
Cartesian (x,y,z) and the cylindrical (φ, r, z) coordinate system.

Fig. 13 Definition of the cartesian (x,y,z) and
the cylindrical (φ,r,z)coordinate systems

As already mentioned, the samples have to be centered and 
leveled which is already done during the measurement. But 
especially for the bush, a tilt error is still present in the meas-
urement data. To remove this error, the contour of the sample is 
evaluated in +90° and -90° for pin and bush, and additionally in 
180° for the pin (see Fig. 14a). From these contours, the slopes 
m1, m2, m3 (see Fig. 14b-c) are calculated using a linear fit. With 
these slopes, correction factors for the tilt around the x- and 
y-axis are calculated and are applied to the measurement data 
leading to the corrected data shown in Fig. 14d.

The next steps are conducted on the corrected data. To 
obtain the unworn diameters of bush and pin for every meas-
urement plane, a circle fit is applied to the measurement data. 
To avoid an influence of the wear on the result, only certain 
sections around the circumference are taken into account for 
the circle fit. These sections are shown in Fig. 15. Depending 
on the chain type and the chain drive layout, these sections 
have to be adjusted to be always outside the worn areas which 
are described by the wear angles γP and γB.

Fig. 14 Removing tilt from measured data: a) raw measurement data;
b) tilt correction around x-axis; c) tilt correction around y-axis; d) corrected data

Fig. 15 Definition of linear wear values and size of wear areas
on pin (a) and bush (b)

The resulting diameters of the circle fit are used to check for 
the plausibility of the data and as a reference for the change 
of the shape due to wear. The center of the fitted circle is used 
to remove the remaining eccentricity of the cylinder. With the 
reference radii ridP and ridB, the maximum linear wear values 
wmaxP and wmaxB are calculated from the measured data rwP(φ) 
and rwB(φ) using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4).

wmaxP = ridP-min(rwP(φ))

wmaxB = max(rwB(φ))-ridB

For the worn radii rwP(φ) and rwB(φ), only the areas where 
wear is expected are taken into account. The sizes of the worn 
areas AwP and AwB are also calculated which can be used to 
obtain the wear volumes VwP and VwB with the distance between 
the measurement planes.

(3)

(4)
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Besides the wear values, the change of the axial contour of 
pin and bush is of high interest, which is evaluated at φ=0°, 
that is in the direction of the normal load when the chain joint 
is not deflected. The resulting contours are exemplary shown 
in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16 Contour evaluation on plane at φ=0° (a) with examplary initial and 
worn contours of pin (b) and bush (c)

3 Results
With the above described methods, pins and bushes of a 

bush chain with 8 mm pitch, which is used as a timing chain, 
were analyzed in both new and worn states. Furthermore, the 
usage of the results from these measurements as input data for 
the wear calculation tool is presented.

3.1 Initial contour
As a first step, the initial roundness and the contour of new 

bushes and pins were measured (see Fig. 17). With the knowl-
edge of the initial contour of the components, the wear param-
eters can also be evaluated on worn components which could 
not be measured in the unworn state before the test run. This 
is often the case because disassembling and reassembling the 
chain could influence the wear behavior. Therefore, 10 samples 
of new pins and bushes were measured and analyzed.

Fig. 17 Results of roundness measurements on new pin and bush

Figure 18 shows the results for the contour of unworn 
bushes (Fig. 18a) and pins (Fig. 18b) with the standard devia-
tion. Additionally, approximated contours were derived from 
the measurements which are also shown in the diagrams.

Fig. 18 Contour of unworn pin (a) and bush (b) in the normal direction (φ=0°)

The initial shape of the bush is elliptical as explained before 
(see also Fig. 15). When calculating wear parameters like the 
maximum linear wear and the wear volume, these deviations 
from an ideal circle have to be taken into account. Table 1 
shows the results of the initial wear parameters for pin and bush 
in the unworn state together with the standard deviation.

Table 1 Initial values for linear wear and wear volume
on unworn bushes and pins

Linear wear 
bush wmaxB

Wear volume 
bush VwB

Linear wear 
pin wmaxP

Wear volume 
pin VwP

µm mm³ µm mm³

14.1
±2.6

0.236
±0.054

1.0
±0.4

0.001
±0.008

The initial wear parameter values for new components show 
that the maximum linear wear on the bush is already about 
14 µm while it is only 1 µm for the pin. Also the initial wear 
volume for the bush is 0.236 mm³ while it is close to zero for 
the pin. For further evaluation of the wear parameters on worn 
components, these initial values are subtracted from the calcu-
lation results so only the additional linear wear and wear vol-
ume are taken into account.

3.2 Worn Chains
The same analyses were conducted on two chains from one 

test run which were equipped with different types of pins (see 
Fig. 5).

Figure 5 shows the wear elongation for one chain joint for 
both chains up to a runtime of 75 h, both measured with the 
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wear elongation device. The wear is higher for Chain 2 with a 
maximum of 24 µm at the end of the runtime. The maximum 
wear elongation for Chain 1 is 15 µm.

The results of the roundness measurements after the post-
processing are shown in Fig. 19. On the case-hardened pins 
from Chain 1 (Fig. 19a) a high amount of removed material 
can be seen while the bush shows much lower wear than the 
bush from Chain 2. It is obvious that the inchromized pins 
from Chain 2 (Fig. 19b) show almost no wear while the bush 
is heavily worn.

Fig. 19 Results of roundness measurements on components of Chain 1 and 
Chain 2 after 75 h runtime

The wear parameters that were calculated from these meas-
urements are presented in Table 2.

Table 2 Wear parameters on worn bushes and pins from Chain 1 and Chain 2 
including the wear elongation per chain joint from length measurement

Parameter

Linear 
wear 
bush 
wmaxB

Wear 
volume 

bush VwB

Linear 
wear pin 

wmaxP

Wear 
volume 
pin VwP

Wear- 
elongation 

wLM

Unit µm mm³ µm mm³ µm

Chain 1
5.7

±2.6
0.068

±0.054
15.6
±0.4

0.222
±0.008

15

Chain 2
23.2
±2.6

0.390
±0.054

0.1
±0.4

-0.026
±0.008

24

The wear parameters confirm the results from the optical 
assessment of the measurement data. Furthermore, the sum 
of the linear wear on pin and bush corresponds quite well to 
the wear elongation per chain joint measured with the length 
measurement device. The fact that the pin shows almost no wear 
approves that the calculation tool which only takes wear on the 
bush into account can be applied to at least these types of chains.

3.3 Usage in Simulation
As already mentioned, the initial contour of pin and bush 

can be used as input data for wear calculation tools. Fig. 20 
shows the calculated pressure distribution for two contours of 
the bush while only the half of the length of the bush is shown, 
the other half is symmetrical. First, a cylindrical bush was used 
which leads to very high contact pressures at the edge of the 
bush. Additionally the real contour which was derived from 
new bushes (see Fig. 18) was used. The resulting maximum 
pressure is much lower and the maximum is moved towards 
the center of the bush. The different pressure distribution leads 
to a different wear behavior especially during the running-in 
period. After a runtime of 100 h both initial contours show the 
same contact pressure distribution which is almost constant 
along the axis of the bush.

Fig. 20 Pressure distribution for one half of the bush, calculated for a new and 
worn state and with a cylindrical contour and a contour that was derived from 

roundness measurements, 1120 N load [13]

4 Outlook
In the future, this method will be used to accommodate the 

wear investigations to gain detailed information about the wear 
mechanisms for different types of chains and operating condi-
tions. Additionally the simulation methods will be improved 
and the roundness measurement results are used to validate the 
simulation results, for example by comparing the wear volume 
between simulation and experiment.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, methods for conducting wear investigations 

on various types of driving and timing chains are presented 
together with a procedure to use a standard roundness instru-
ment to obtain the wear distribution between pin and bush and 
further wear parameters. The results correspond well with the 
results from a length measurement device. It was shown that 
this roundness measurement method can be used to:
•	 characterize new pins and bushes to compare different 

types of chains or manufacturing procedures
•	 measure the wear distribution on pin and bush and the 

worn contour along the axis of each component
•	 gain input data for calculations and simulations
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